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Thennomechanical behaviour of shape memory alloys 

E. PATOOR, A. EBERHARDT and M. BERVEILLER (METZ) 

THis work describes the thermomechanical behaviour for both single crystal and polycrystal 
of metallic alloys during a stress-induced thermoelastic martensitic transformation. A thermo
dynamical analysis based on Gibb's free energy has shown that the single crystal is a standard 
material for pseudoelasticity. The transformation criterion and its associated flow rule deduced 
from the pseudoelastic potential are in good agreement with experiments performed on a Cu Zn Al 
alloy. The polycrystal behaviour is described by two different approaches: a phenomenological 
one which extends the single crystal results and a self-consistent scheme used for the micro-macro 
transitions. Uniaxial tensile test experimental measurements showed that this theoretical simula
ted behaviour gives very good agreement. The results obtained with the self-consistent scheme 
are more accurate than those obtained using the phenomenological approach. 

W pracy przedstawiono opis termomechanicznego zachowania si~ pojedynczych krysztal6w 
i polikrysztal6w stop6w metalicznych podczas martenzytowej przemiany fazowej wywolanej 
przez napr~zenie. Na podstawie analizy termodynamicznej wykazano, ze pojedynczy krysztal 
jest standardowym materialem w sensie pseudospr~zystosci. .Kryterium przemiany oraz stowa
rzyszone z nim prawo plyni~cia, wyprowadzone przy wykorzystaniu potencjalu pseudospr~i:ys
tego, zweryfikowano doswiadczaloie na przykladzie stopu Cu Zn AI, notuj(lc dobr(l zgodnosc 
teorii z eksperymentem. Zachowaoie si~ polikrysztalu opisano dwiema r6znymi metodami. 
Pierwsza, fenomenologiczna, polegala na uog6lnieniu wynik6w dotycZClcych pojedynczego 
krysztalu, w drugiej wykorzystano procedur~ ,self-consistent" do przejscia od poziomu mikro 
do makro. Por6wnanie wynik6w teoretycznych uzy&kanych przy uzyciu obu metod z wynikami 
doswiadczen w testach jednoosiowego rozci(lgania dalo bardzo dobr(l zgodnosc. Wskazano, 
.i:e procedura ,self-consistent" prowadzi do lepszych rezultat6w niz podejscie fenomenologiczne. 

B pa6oTe npe.QCTaaneHo om{calll{e TepMoMexaHI{trecKoro noae.QeHWI e.Qifii:HtrnhiX Kp:HCTaJIJIOB 
H noJIHKp:HCTaJIJIOB MeTaJIJII{lieCKHX cnnaaoa ao apeMH MapTeHs:HTHoro <Pasoaoro npeapa
II.\eH:HH, Bhi3BaHHoro HanpiDKeHWIM:H. Ha ocHoae TepMo.QifilaMI{liecKoro aHa.JUisa noKasaHo, 
'liTO e,Ql{HI{qHbiH KpHCTaJIJI HBJIHeTCH CTaH.QapTHbiM MaTep:HaJIOM B CMbiCJie nceB,QoynpyrOCTH. 
Kp:HTep:HH: npeapaii.\elll{H, a TaiDI<e acconmq>oBaHHbrH: c HHM saKoH TeqeHHH, BhiBe.QeHHbie 
np:H :HcnoJih30BaHJ{l{ ncea.Qoynpyroro noTe~:Hana, npoaepeHbi 3KcnepHMeHTaJibHO Ha np:H
Mepe cnnaaa Cu, Zn, AI, oTMeqaH xopornee coana.QeH:He TeopHH c 3KcnepHMeHTOM. Iloae
.Qelll{e ITOJIHKp:HCTaJIJia OITHCaHO .QBYMH pa3HbiMH MeTO.QaMH. IlepBbiH, ¢eHoMeHOJIOrl{lieCKHH, 
33.KJIIOqaeTCH B o6o61I.\eHHH pesyJihT3TOB, K3C3lOII.\HXCH e,QHHHtUIOro Kp:HCTaJIJia, BO BTOpOM 
MeTo.Qe :HcnoJib3oBaHa npoQe;zypa ,self-consistent" K nepexo;zy oT Mm<po ypoBHH K MaKpo 
ypoBHID. CpaaHelll{e TeopeTI{lieCK:HX pesyJihTaToB, no.nyqeHHhrx npH :HcnoJihsoaalll{:H o6oHX 
MeTO.QOB, C pe3yJihT3TaMH 3KCnepHMeHTOB B TeCTax O.QHOOCHOro paCTH>I<eHWI npHBeJIO K oqeHb 
xopomeMy coana.QeHHIO. YKa3biBaeTcH, '1To npoQe,Qypa ,self-consistens" npHBo~ K .nyq
mUM pe3yJibT3T3M, qeM ¢eHOMeHOJIOrl{lieCKlfH ITO.QXO.Q. 

1. Introduction 

STRESS-INDUCED phase transformation in some metallic alloys shows a typical behaviour 
called transformation plasticity. Numerous metallurgical studies [1, 2] have described 
this phenomenon by the quantitative or semi-quantitative method. The formation or the 
growth of different martensite variants due to thermomechanical loading is the micro
structural mechanism responsible for the overall behaviour. Different approaches were 
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proposed [3, 8] to describe this behaviour in the complex case of the ferrous alloys, where 
phase transformation and plastic yielding of the parent phase occur simultaneously. In 
the same way, different schemes are proposed by JAMES [9], TANAKA eta/. [10] and MuLLER 
[11] for the Cu Zn Al or Ni Ti alloys where a thermoelastic martensitic transformation 
occurs without plastic yielding. Their approaches are not based on the physical mechanism 
of the transformation which is described by the phenomenological theories of WECHSLER, 
LIEBERMAN and READ [12], BOWLES and WAYMAN [13] and EBERHARDT and BERVEILLER 
[14]. In these theories the parent phase behaviour is taken into account more or less directly. 
For the general case of transformation plasticity in ferrous alloys, numerous elementary 
mechanisms interact, so this case is very complex. In the special case of thermoelastic 
martensitic transformation only two elementary mechanisms could exist: 
(i) reversible formation of martensite variants from the parent phase; 

(ii) interfacial motion between the different martensite variants yet formed and changed 
in their volumetric proportion; 

These two mechanisms could act separately (T > Ms or T < Mp) or in the same 
time (MF < T < M 5 ). In this work it is considered that only the first mechanism could 
exist. First of all, a kinematic study of transformation plasticity determines the action 
of the different elementary mechanisms in the overall behaviour. Therefore, two kinds 
of Transformation Plasticity are distinguished. Pure Transformation Plasticity (P.T.P.), 
where the mechanism is intrinsic and Coupled Transformation Plasticity (C.T.P.) in which 
the microstructure of the transformation (habit plane ... ) depends on the parent phase 
plastic yielding. In this paper, only P.T.P. is studied. The single crystal flow rule is deter
mined from the thermomechanical point of view based on Gibb's free energy. And finally, 
the polycrystal behaviour is described by two different approaches, a phenomenological 
one which extends the single crystal results, and a micro-macro transition scheme which 
takes into account the microstructure of the transformation in the aggregate behaviour. 
The results of these theoretical analyses have been compared with the experimental data 
obtained with Cu Zn AI pseudoelastic alloys tested in uniaxial tension. 

2. Kinematics of transformation plasticity 

In this part kinematic studies of transformation plasticity are developed in order 
to determine, in the overall behaviour, the strain induced by phase transformation or by 
other mechanisms (elasticity, plasticity, thermal effects). Afterwards, the transformation 
strain is analysed from the crystallographic point of view. 

Let us consider a macrohomogeneous unit volume V of the parent phase. In the initial 
state, this unit volume is at the temperature T and unstressed. If an external stress or 
a variation of temperature is imposed, a part V M of this volume can be transformed into 
martensite. This phenomenon produces the total local strain elj(r) composed with an elastic 
and inelastic part. The macroscopic strain Ei) may be obtained by using a standard relation
ship for averaging: 

(2.1) Ei) = ~ J el;(r)dV. 
v 
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If VA and V M denote, respectively, the austenite and martensite volumes contained in the 
overall volume, the relation (2.1) may be expressed as: 

(2.2) E1~ = ~ J e~(r)dV + ~ J el"J(r)dV. 
VA VM 

If el"JA and s~M denote the average total strain in austenite and martensite and iff= V MIV 
is the volumetric fraction of martensite, the relation (2.2) takes the following form: 

{2.3) Et~ = {1-f) s~A + fs'EM. 

This deformation is caused by both the deformation in the two phases and the deformation 
associated with phase transformation. The strain rate equation (2.3) becomes [8] 

(2.4) •T ( f)'TA j'TM AM~·· Eu = 1 - su + su + eu , 

where /denotes the transformation rate, and s6M is the transformation strain. The average 
strain rates in the two phases are composed with three terms of different physical meanings: 
the thermal strain rate e~~; elastic strain rate ef1 , associated with local stress, and plastic 
strain rate ef1 , induced by both the applied and the internal stress caused by the transforma
tion. str j is the only term directly associated with the progress of the transformation. 
But this term is not independent because the mechanism of transformation needs another 
inelastic strain to accommodate Bain's strain. If the expansion coefficient and the elastic 
compliances are both considered as equal in the two phases, the thermal and the elastic 
strain rates are 

(2.5) • rh 0· 
eu = au ' 

where ail denotes the thermal expansion tensor and Siikl the elastic compliance tensor. 
The total strain rate is now expressed by 

{2.6) E. T _ E. th +E. e +E. PT 
I} - tJ i} i} 

with the following expressions for E{j and E1j: 
• h • 

El1 = auO, 

Eti = sl}k, [ (1-.no-:,+ J o-:n = si}kltk, 

(2.7) 

where iu denotes the macroscopic stress rate. Using the relations (2.4) and (2.6), the total 
transformation strain rate is 

(2.8) E•PT (1 j)'PA+j'PM+ AMj• iJ = - su sil BtJ • 

This relation takes into account both the plastic strain rates in the two phases (e,~A and 
t;~M) and the transformation strain rate. 

The dependence of the characteristics of stM on ef'l and err is a function of the local 
stress level (internal and applied) with respect to the yield points of the two phases. Thus 
two classes of transformation plasticity may be distinguished: 

(i) In the first class the local stresses are too small to reach the yield point; consequently, 
the transformation strain is only provided by the transformation rate and by the strain 
s6M that is now completely defined. Thermoelastic martensitic transformations belong 
to this class because the martensite growth produces no excessive internal stresses. , 
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This class is called Pure Transformation Plasticity (P.T.P.). Phenomena like shape 
memory effects or pseudoelasticity belong to it. 

(ii) In the case of second class, the local stresses are greater than the yield point of one 
of the phases, then the total transformation strain rate depends on the three terms of the 
relation (2.8), and the characteristics of sjM are modified by the level of plastic strain. 
This case is called Coupled Transformation Plasticity (C.T.P.). 

This study is limited to P.T.P. associated with the thermoelastic martensitic transforma
tion. The transformation strain rate is then expressed by 

(2.9) 

In addition, the martensitic transformation is characterized by Bain's strain, an invariant 
lattice strain and a lattice rotation that is necessary to realize the existence of an invariant 
plane (the habit plane). The macroscopic strain sjM produced by this mechanism is com
posed of a shear along the habit plane and of an extension normal to it. Geometric condi
tions [12, 14] allow to calculate the normal n to the habit plane, the direction m of the 
transformation and the magnitude g of the displacement in this direction. The symmetries 
of the phase lattices are responsible for the existence of numerous equivalent orientations 
called variants. The following section details the expression for the transformation strain 
rate, initially for a single crystal with one or several variants, and finally for a polycrystal 
with or without cristallographic texture. 

2.1. Single-crystal kinematics in pure transformation plasticity 

The transformation of a macrohomogeneous austenitic single-crystal unit volume 
by the formation of only one martensite variant is considered at first. In this case the 
displacement vector of a point P of this volume is a function of the variant habit plane 
normal n, the direction of transformation m and the magnitude g of the displacement 
in this direction. All these values are crystallographically defined [12]. Denoting by xk 

the initial components of point P, the displacement vector components are 

(2.10) 

and the gradient of the displacement tensor is 

(2.11) 

This tensor is composed of a symmetric part which is the transformation strain sjM and 
of an antisymmetrical one which is the transformation rotation wjM. 

(2.12) 
1 

sfJM = T (mtn1+m1nt)g = Rilg, 

(2.13) 

Ril is called the orientation tensor of the variant. The strain rate and the rotation rate 
associated with the transformation rate /are expressed by 

(2.14) 
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When several equivalent variants are activated, the relations (2.14) become 

(2.15) Q• PT ~ nj·n 
tJ = g .L..J Pu , 

n n 

where R~1 and f~ denote, respectively, the orientation tensor and the transformation rate 
of variant n, and where the summation is extended to all activated variants (jn =1= 0). 

2.2. Polycrystal kinematics in pure transformation plasticity 

In a polycrystal the macrohomogeneous volume V is described by the distribution 
function F('tp) of the crystal orientations where 1Jl denotes Euler's angles that described the 
orientation of an austenite grain in the aggregate. The macroscopic strain rate is now 
expressed by 

(2.16) EDT= ~ f Bu(r)dV = I eiJ(1Jl)F(1jJ)d1jJ. 
v 'P 

As eii(1Jl) is considered to be homogeneous in each grain, it can be replaced by the express
ion (2.15) of the single crystal strain rate: 

(2.17) Et~T = f ~ gR'/iC1Jl)jn(1Jl)F(1Jl)d1jJ, 
V n 

And with a discrete description of the function F(1p) this relation becomes 

(2.18) Et~T = g ~ pN L R~f jnN, 
N n 

where N is the number of grains considered and FN is their volumetric fraction. 
In the next section, a single crystal constitutive relation is proposed by a thermodynamic 

approach based on the study of Gibb's free energy. This makes it possible to relate the 
transformation rate with the macroscopic stress and changes of temperature. 

3. Single-crystal thermomechanical behaviour in pure transformation plasticity 

In this section a thermomechanical flow rule based on the study of the variation of Gibb's 
free energy is proposed. The martensite plates are considered to be stress-induced under 
isothermal conditions. This corresponds to the case of pseudoelasticity by transformation. 
Two states could be distinguished in the formation mechanism of the martensite. The 
first one is a nucleation process which is considered in this study as having no effect on the 
macroscopic behaviour, and the second is the plate growing. The thermodynamical analysis 
of the transformation could be limited to the study of a single component system because 
martensitic transformation is a displacive phase transformation which occurs without 
diffusion. 

A thermomechanical approach based on Gibb's free energy enables to demonstrate 
the existence of a pseudoelastic potential and to define a transformation criterion. The 
importance of the volumetric fraction of martensite in the overall behaviour is underlined 
by the building of an "end of transformation" criterion. 
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3.1. Single crystal yield function in pure transformation plasticity 

When in an austenitic matrix of volume V, n martensitic variants of volume V" are 
formed, the variation of Gibb's free energy is expressed by [15, 17] 

(3.1) LIG = L1Gc}; V"+FS+Eext+Eint• 
n 

where LJG• denotes the variation of the chemical free energy. This variation is a linear 
function of the temperature and is equal to the difference of the free energies of the two 
phases. At the thermochemical equilibrium temperature T0 , LJG': becomes equal to zero. 

The second term of the relation (3.1), FS, is the free energy of the interface between the 
two phases. For thermoelastic transformation, this energy may be neglected. The third 
term, Eext• denotes the interaction energy with the externally applied stress aij . It will 
be obtained by using £sHELBY's relation [15] 

(3.2) Eext = - f auEt~T dV. 
v 

With respect to the relations (2.15), the relation (3.2) takes the following form : 

(3.3) Eext = -aug}; Rii V". 
II 

The last term, Eint, is the elastic energy associated with the internal stresses caused by the 
incompatibilities of transformation. This energy depends on interactions existing between 
the different variants. Its accurate evaluation requires the knowledge of the microstructure 
(shapes and spatial positions of the variants). Indirect evaluations may be realised by 
using the solution of the problem of the plastic inclusion pair [18, 19] or by the calculation 
of the elastic energy associated to the interface between two incompatible or compatible 
variants [20, 21]. These two methods give the same expression for Eint: 

(3.4) £,., ~ v[2 g2£'1"+ ~ 2 g2H•mp:rm], 
n n,m 

E" denotes the interaction energy between a martensite inclusion and the parent phase. 
This energy could be calculated with the solution of the plastic inclusion problem as given 
by EsHELBY [15]. E" is equal to zero for an infinitely thin inclusion with a plate shape, 
this is the case of the martensite variants during the growth process for a thermoelastic 
transformation. Interactions between the different martensite variants are represented by the 
matrix H"m. This matrix is composed with two kinds of term; a very low one that describes 
the interactions between the self-accommodating variants and a very significant one 
(about !J./30) when variants are incompatible [22, 23]. This gives to matrix H"m a great 
anisotropy. In the case of self-accommodating variants, a compatible common interface 
does exist between them: there is no accommodation elastic strain. For incompatible 
variants their common interface must take a position such that the associated elastic 
energy is minimized; this minimum is different from zero. Other mechanisms of accom
modation could exist to lower these interactions. Finally, with regard to the relations 
(3.1), (3.3) and (3.4), the variation of Gibb's free energy associated with the creation of 
stress-induced martensite has the following form: 
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n n 11 n, m 

and, for unit volume, 

(3.6) Ll; = LIGC J;r-a,1g _2 Ri1f"+g{~.~'E"f"+ ~ }; n•mrr]. 
n n n n,m 

Relation (3.6) defines a pseudoelastic potential iJGjV. It describes the state of the austenite
martensite system from the temperature (T), the applied stress ( (fii) and the internal vari
ables gfn. Thermodynamical forces t 11 are associated with the internal variables gfn; they 
are obtained by the classical relation 

n 1 o(iJG/V) 
t = - of" ' g . 

(3. 7) 

At the thermodynamical equilibrium, t" is equal to zero and the relation (3.7) becomes 

(3.8) 
iJGc '\.1 

(fi}R?J = -- +gEn+g ~ H"mfm, 
g m 

au R7i denotes the resolved stress on the variant n. This variant may be activated when the 
resolved stress reaches a critical value dependent on the temperature (because of the 
dependence of L1 Gc), on the volumic fraction of the other variants and on the nature of these 
variants (compatible or incompatible). At the beginning of the transformation, when no 
variant is yet formed, and if the energy E" is considered as negligible, the equation of the 
yie1d surface of a variant n has the following expression: 

n iJGC(T) Bn 
(3.9) (fl)RiJ = =- (T-M5 ). 

g g 

The yield surface of the single crystal is formed by the intersection of all the hyperplanes 
that are defined for each variant by Eq. (3.9). This generalizes the well-known relation 
of PATEL and COHEN [24] that has a very good agreement with experiment. This criterion 
states that the first variant formed is the one that has the maximal resolved stress. Variation 
of the critical resolved stress with respect to the temperature is given by the relation (3.9). 
If there is no applied stress, the relation (3.9) indicates that all the variants must be formed 
simultaneously when the temperature reaches the thermodynamic equilibrium temperature. 
In fact, the interaction between them acts to favorize a self-accommodating group of 
variants. 

3.2. Single crystal flow rule in pure transformation plasticity 

When the relation (3.6) is verified, if the loading parameters change, the transformation 
may advance. In this case, for an activated variant, the variation of the thermodynamic 
forces dt 11

, associated with the internal variables gfn, must be equal to zero. 

ot 11 ot 11 ot 11 

(3.10) dtn = oT dT+ (}(f .. d(fii+ oifm dfm = 0. 
lJ 
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Now, if it is assumed that the only quantity that is temperature-depending is the chemical 
free energy, the relation (3.10) becomes 

(3.11) ~ o!J~iT) dT-R'/1da11 +g 2 H"mdfm = 0. 

m 

This relation enables to calculate dfm by using the loading parameters daii and dT: 

(3.12) \-, H"mdlfm = R".d - _!_ o!JGc(T) dT 
g .L..J 11 au ar · 

m g 

· · · · · ·bi d d · b B 1 h · · 1 o/JGC(T) If the mteractiOn matnx HIS mversi e an enotmg y n g t e quantities g oT ' 

the relation (3.12) may be transformed into 

(3.13) 

This relation states that the growth of a variant m depends on the increase of the resolved 
stress, on itself and on the growth of the other variants. If a variation dT occurs while 
the loading remains constant, the interactions between variants modify the forces dt" 

in order to favour the group of variants which has weak interaction. Now the single crystaJ 
behaviour could be completely described: 

(i) If all the following conditions, derived from Eqs. (2.15) and (3.13) are satisfied, 
some active variant n could exist, 

/<1 

dT < 0, d/111 ~ 0, 
(3.14) 

R7Jdail = ~n dT + g .2 Hnmdfm 

m 

in this case, dEf? is different from zero and the Pure Transformation Plasticity constitutive 
relation is obtained from Eqs. (2.15) and (3.13) 

(3.15) 

(ii) If only one of the conditions (3.14) is not verified, no transformation could take 
place in the single crystal and dEf? is equal to zero. 

The particular form of the flow rule (3.15), which is derived from the same relation 
as the criterion (2.9), indicates that the single crystal is a standard material for P.T.P. The 
experimental measurements which are described in Sect. 5 show a good agreement with 
this constitutive relation. In the following section, a more complex polycrystal behaviour 
is analysed from two different points of view. 
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4. Polycrystal behaviour in pure transformation plasticity 

In a polycrystal, the individual grains deform heterogeneously and large internal stresses 
are generated by the incompatibilities between the grains. This leads to a more complex 
problem than in the single crystal case. The polycrystal behaviour may be analysed in 
two ways. 

(i) One is to develop a phenomenological constitutive relation. This approach was 
presented in previous papers [25, 26] for pure transformation plasticity. In this way, the 
polycrystal is considered as a standard material and its flow rule is obtained by defining 
a transformation criterion analogous to the Von Mises one. This model shows good 
agreement with experimental measurements for a pseudoelastic alloy of Cu Zn AI tested 
in tension (Fig. 4) [26, 27]. But the predictive capabilities of this model are limited because 
no reference is made to the microstructural state. 

(ii) The second approach [28] is based on a micro-macro modelling. The transformation 
is described from a microstructural point of view and an integral equation is established 
for the thermomechanical behaviour of the aggregate. This equation is solved by using 
the new self-consistent method developed by LIPINSKI and BERVEILLER [29, 31]. 

In this paper the second approach is developed but in a simpler way by using the a priori 
elasto-plastic self-consistent scheme. Each grain is successively regarded as an inclusion 
within an equivalent homogeneous matrix that is formed with all the other grains. The 
polycrystal behaviour is then calculated by using an averaging process that assumed an 
elasto-plastic accommodation. This model gives good predictions for monotonous loading 
in the classical plasticity case [32]. To apply this scheme for Pure Transformation Plasticity, 
two major differences with classical plasticity must be taken into account: the volume 
changes during transformation and the interaction law must be a thermomechanical one. 
The uniform stress in the inclusion is recalculated without neglecting the changing volume 
and assuming that the elasticity is isotropic and linear [15]. 

(4.1) a11 = 2p ( •f1 + 1 ~ 2v •k• bu) ' 

fl denotes the elastic shear modulus and v the Poisson's ratio. The elastic strain is obtained 
by using Eshelby's tensor : 

(4.2) 

For a spherical inclusion Eshelby's tensor is simply expressed in a scalar form. Relation 
(4.1) becomes 

(4.3) 

with 

(4.4) 

(3 = 2(4-5v) 
15(1-v)' 

2 
y = 3(1-v) ' 
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f3 and y both depend only on Poisson's ratio and are, respectively, roughly equal to 0.5 
and 1. Now, if the matrix is deformed with uniform macroscopic transformation strain Ei~T 
and if uniform macroscopic stress 1:11 is superposed, the stress in the inclusion is 

(4.5) uu ~ L'u+2.u[ (1-/l)(E~r -•m+ ~ (y-p)(E.';r -•ft>~u]· 
In this relation the internal stresses are accommodated only in an elastic way. As the 
volume changing for the thermoelastic martensitic transformation is low, in order to have 
an elasto-plastic accommodation, the elastic shear modulus fl may be replaced by the elasto
plastic shear modulus r1.fl. Relation (4.5) becomes with {3 = 0.5 and y = I. 

(4.6) _ ~ (£PT PT) + r1.fl (£PT PT) ~ 
(]ii - "'-' i j + r'1.fl ii - Cfj T kk - Ckk Uij. 

This is the elasto-plastic interaction law between homogeneous matrix and an inclusion 
in Pure Transformation Plasticity. The thermomechanical behaviour of the inclusion must 
now be specified. In the polycrystal, the grains are supposed to be homogeneous inclusions 
and to have the single-crystal behaviour previously described by the relation (2.30). 

(4.7) de~T ~ ,2' R1i ,2' H;,.'[RI:\du.,- ~m dT]. 
n m 

In each grain, 24 variants may be activated. It is assumed that the initial critical shear 
stress is the same for all the 24 variants and that no changing occurs in the thermomechanical 
loading path. Thus, from a given state of loading, the increase of volumetric fraction, 
of a martensite variant, dfn is given by the following relations which are derived from 
Sect. 3: 

(i) for an active variant which remains active 

Jn < 1, 

(4.8) 
auR'/1 = ~n (T-Ms+g) l' Hnmfm 

m 

and 

R'/,daii = ~n dT+g l' Hnmdfm. 

Thus the transformation rate of this variant is 

(4.9) df" = ~ l' H;m1 {Ri}du11 - :m dT} 

and the strain induced by its formation is given by 

(4.10) 

(ii) for an 

(4.11) 

(defJTt = gR'jJdfn. 

active variant which becomes passive 

J, <I, 
Bn \, 

aiiR't, = g(T-Ms)+g L.J Hnmfm 
m 
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and 

(iii) for a passive variant 

(4.12) 

orfn = 1. 

(iiii) if Efm = 1 all the variants must be passive, the grain is entirely transformed. 
Using these conditions and the interaction law (4.6), the following relations are deter

mined for each active variant n of grain I. 

(4.13) Ri]d(]D = RjfdE11 +rt.p,(dE~r -(defl)1)+ a.; (dEf/ -(derlY)~t1 
Bd ~ 

= g dT+ .L.J H,11,gdfm1
• 

m 

Now, if the transformation strain for both polycrystal and grain are related to the micro
structural description established by the kinematic study (relations (2.15) and (2.18)), 
the relation ( 4.13) turns into a linear equation system where the volumetric fraction of each 
variant in each grain are the parameters). Thus the basic equation for an active variant 
may ?ow be -expressed as 

( 4.14~ tx,ug [ l' Ri11 df'"1 + ~J l' R:'f df'"1
- ( l' pN 2 R'{'t df'"" 

m m N m 

+ ~ij ,, pN \"1 RmN dlfmN)] + ~ H gdifml = R'!! dE . - BTII dT 2 L.J .L.J kk L.J nm lJ iJ g · 
N m . m 

5. Application to uniaxial tensile test for pseudoelastic alloys 

The relations derived in this paper are now used to describe the uniaxial tensile test 
of Cu Zn AI pseudoelastic alloys. In these alloys the volume change induced by transforma
tion is small and will be neglected. In the single crystal uniaxial tensile ~st, the stress
induced martensite is formed with only one variant [33]. 

5.1. Single crystal experimental results 

In this case, when the loading is radial, the only variant formed is the one that has the 
greatest resolved shear stress. The orientation factor of this variant wa~ determined by 
using a Laue diagram. The composition of the alloy was Cu-16 at% Zn-15 at% AI for 

20 Arch . Mech. Stos. 5-6/88 
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Ms = - 60°C. The single crystal was grown by the Bridgman method and was water
quenched. A sheet tensile specimen (2.1 x 2.05 x 18 mm, gauge length 10 mm) was cut 
from the single crystal. Tensile tests were carried out in a Zwick machine with a strain 
rate of 1.7 · 10- 3 s- 1 . In order to test at different temperatures, the specimen was kept 
in a chamber in which the temperature was held constant during the test (between - 54°C 
and 24°C). The measurement of elongation was made with a LVDT extensometer. To make 
obvious the thermomechanical behaviour of the single crystal in pure transformation 
plasticity, the tensile test with constant load was performed while changing temperature 
(with constant stress ranging from 65 MPa to 210 MPa). To describe the uniaxial tensile 
test of this alloy, the relations established in Sect. 3 of this paper must be applied to this 
particular loading, taking into account the fact that there is no volume change and only 
one variant formed. The transformation criterion (3.9) is now expressed by 

(5.1) 
B 

T
0 = Ra0 = -(T-Ms) 

g 

and the flow rule becomes 

(5.2) 

with H denoting the transformation slope ::! during an uniaxial tensile test at constant 

temperature, R( = R33) is the Schmid factor for the active variant at constant temperature. 
Figures 1 and 2 give typical uniaxial tensile test curves for a single crystal of a pseudoelastic 

a 
(MPa) 

300 

200 

100 

u~Mt!z======:=:::::::=::::::::::=~====~==~ 

5 e(%) 

FIG. 1. Single-crystal uniaxial tensile test curves of a pseudoelastic Cu -16 at% Zn -15 at% AI alloy for 
different test temperature (test ar); 1) T = -34°C, 2) T = 18°C. -· ·--
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FIG. 2. Single-crystal tensile test at different constant load for a pseudoelastic Cu -16 at % Zn -15 at 
% Al alloy (test Ta); 1) a,. = 174 MPa, 2) a,. = 128 MPa. 
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-70 M5 -30 
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the single-crystal transformation yield point on the applied shear stress or on the 
test temperature for a pseudoelastic Cu -16 at % Zn -15 at % AI alloy; •- tensile test at constant 

temperature (test O'r), !1- tensile test at constant shear stress (test Ta). 
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alloy. The shear magnitude g may be deducedfrom the measurement of the total transforma
tion strain using the relation (2.9). The calculated value g = 0:22 is in good agreement with 
WECHSLER, LIEBERMAN and READ's phenomenological theory [12]. The H parameter 
may be considered as constant during a tensile test. The variation of the transformation 
yield point r 0 with the applied stress or the test temperature is represented in Fig. 3. 
This variation is a linear one, well described by the relation (5.1). The Ms temperature 
measured on this curve is equal to 209 K, that is nearly the theoretical value (Ms = 213°K), 
and for this alloy Bfg = 1.04 MPa · K- 1 , that is in agreement with other authors [34, 36]. 

H(MPa ) 

50 

20 * * 

50 

* 

100 

T(MPa) 

FIG. 4. Single crystal parameter Has a function of the tensile test temperature (test ar) or of the applied 
shear stress in the tensile test with constant loading (test Ta); •- tensile test at constant temperature 

(test aT), A- tensile test at constant shear stress (test Ta). 

The H parameter value is then compared for different test temperatures and different types 
of loading. It is found that this value may be considered as a constant (Fig. 4). To conclude 
it is possible to say that the single crystal behaviour is well described by this modelization. 

5.2. Polycrystal experimental results 

The alloy used in this experimental part was elaborated by Trefimetaux (Cu- 25 
at% Zn-9 at% Zn), for a M 5 temperature equal to 240 K. In this alloy tensile samples 
were annealed for 10 mn inside a furnace at 850°C and then water-quenched. Their grain 
size was about 0.3 mm. Tensile tests were carried out as previously described for the single 
crystal. Due to the existence of induced internal stress, the transition between elasticity 
and transformation plasticity was more difficult to be distinguished in the strain-stress 
curves obtained. Nevertheless, a transformation steady state with a constant slope, in
dependent of the temperature, was observed. The transformation point was determined 
by using the intersection with a straight lin~ defined bv the elastic modulus. Transformation 
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points corresponding to different test temperatures or different applied stresses are not 
perfectly aligned as in the single crystal case, but a linear approximation gives d(Js/dT = 

= 2.00 MPaoK- 1 (Fig. 5). This experimental result is consistent with the phenomenological 

constitutive relation ( du)dT = VJ : = 1.80 MPa K _,) . This phenomenological model!-

as 
(MPa) 

150 

100 

50 

0 30 

* 

60 

das= 2 oo MPa;oc 
dT ' 

90 
,1 ( oC) 

F10. 5. Dependence of the polycrysta] transformation yield point on the applied shear stress or on the 
test temperature. Experiment performed with a pseudoelastic Cu -25 at% Zn -9 at% A1 alloy; *

tensile test at constant temperature (test CTT), .1- tensile test at constant shear stress (test Ta). 

ing may be compared with experimental results by using the following relation derived 
from a previous paper [26]: 

(5.3) ( d~T X dEPT) = VJ( gdf X dt) . 
dE dT polycrystal dT g df single crystal 

This relation which related the steady state of transformation for both single crystal and 
polycrystal was experimentally verified as shown by Fig. 6. In conclusion, this phenomeno
logical modelling may be considered as a good first approximation of polycrystal behav
iour. Now, to take into account phenomena like the transient state between elasticity and 
transformation plasticity, or like the anisotropic behaviour, the micro-macro scheme 
previously defined must be applied. In the case of the Cu Zn AI alloys, the volume change 
induced by the transformation may be neglected, thus the interaction law (4.6) becomes 

(5.4) (Jti = Eu + rxp,(Ef'l- efT) 
and each active variant of each grain verified the following relation (from the relation 
(4.10)): 

(5.5) R'/Jgrxp, r.r Rij1dfml_ .r pN(L R'/tdfmN)] + L Hnmgdfml = R'/]dEu- Bnl dT. 
m N m m g 
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R 

2 

* * * * * * 

~--~----~--~----~---~·--~----~--~----~~l------~ 
50 100 ~=T -Ms 

c·c) 

Fro. 6. Ratio R vs . .1, the difference between the test temperature and the Ms value of the pseudoleastic 
alloy; 

R= 
( 

da dEPT) 

~X -n potycrys tal 

( 
gdf dr ) 
dT X gdf sJoale crystal 

For the uniaxial tensile test, a major assumption could be made in or der to simplify the 
system of equations (5.5): only one variant is activated in each grain. With this assumption, 
the system of equations (5.5) turns into a linear system 

(5.6) (n+ ";)g<if1
- ~ rx"R•.? RNFNgdfH = RdE-: JT. 

This system has as many equations as there are transforming grains. Transformation 
takes place in a grain if the conditions (4.8), are satisfied. These conditions are now expres
sed by 

jl < 1, 

(5.7) 
I I B ( ) aR=-T-M8 , 

g 

B 
R1da = - dT + gH dfi. - g 

By using the condition (5. 7) and the linear system (5.6), it is possible to determine for 
each grain the evolution dfi of the transformation corresponding to a variation of thermo
mechanical loading (d.E, dT). Finally, the macroscopic behaviour is obtained by using the 
averaging relation (2.18) that is now expressed by 

(5.8) dEPT= ~ FNRNgdfN. 
N 
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This scheme was used with the experimental data obtained for the single crystal (p, = 

= 42 308 MPa, H = 20 MPa, g = 0.22). The polycrystal macroscopic behaviour calculated 
was consistent with experimental measurements for the uniaxial tensile test (Fig. 7 and 8). 
The slope of transformation was well described and the relation between the two kinds 

J (MPa) 

300 

200 

100 

0 
0 
® 

2 3 Ef% ) 

FIG. 7. Uniaxial tensile test curves of a pseudoelastic Cu -25 at% Zn -9 at% AI polycrystal alloy for 
different temperatures. Comparison between experimental results and theoretical predictions which arc 

obtained by using a self-consistent scheme; 
---------- experimental results, simulated behaviour, 

1) T = 5°C, 2) T = 19°C, 3) T = 43°C, 4) T = 68°C. 

of experiments used in this study was respected. A transient behaviour between elasticity 
and transformation plasticity is obtained. When taking the single crystal experiment 
value of B/g = 1.04 MPa K - 1

, the calculated linear relation between the applied stress 
and the transformation temperature (da5 jdT = 2.4 MPa K- 1

) was slightly higher than the 
experimental one (da5 jdT = 2.00 MPa K- 1). With a B/g value equal 0.87 MPa K-t, 
which is still in agreement with the published results [35], the calculated and experimental 
value for the polycrystal was equal. This indicates that the origin of this difference may 
be the difference of composition between the single-crystal alloy and the polycrystal one 
used in this work. To conclude, it can be said that this micro-macro approach gives good 
results in a simpler manner and in spite of a strong assumption. A better result could be 
obtained using the new self-consistent scheme developed by LIPINSKI and BERVEILLER 

[29, 31]. 
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This scheme was used with the experimental data obtained for the single crystal (p, = 

= 42 308 MPa, H = 20 MPa, g = 0.22). The polycrystal macroscopic behaviour calculated 
was consistent with experimental measurements for the uniaxial tensile test (Fig. 7 and 8). 
The slope of transformation was well described and the relation between the two kinds 
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FIG. 7. Uniaxial tensile test curves of a pseudoelastic Cu - 25 at% Zn -9 at % AI polycrystal alloy for 
different temperatures. Comparison between experimental results and theoretical predictions which are 

obtained by using a self-consistent scheme; 
---------- experimental results, simulated behaviour, 

1) T = 5°C, 2) T = l9°C, 3) T = 43°C, 4) T = 68°C. 

of experiments used in this study was respected. A transient behaviour between elasticity 
and transformation plasticity is obtained. When taking the single crystal experiment 
value of Bjg = 1.04 MPa K - 1

, the calculated linear relation between the applied stress 
and the transformation temperature (da5 jdT = 2.4 MPa K- 1

) was slightly higher than the 
experimental one (da5 jdT = 2.00 MPa K- 1) . With a Bjg value equal 0.87 MPa K-t, 
which is still in agreement with the published results [35], the calculated and experimental 
value for the polycrystal was equal. This indicates that the origin of this difference may 
be the difference of composition between the single-crystal alloy and the polycrystal one 
used in this work. To conclude, it can be said that this micro-macro approach gives good 
results in a simpler manner and in spite of a strong assumption. A better result could be 
obtained using the new self-consistent scheme developed by LIPINSKI and BERVEILLER 

[29, 31]. 
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